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SIEVED ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS. VII:
GENERALIZED POLYNOMIAL MAPPINGS

JAIRO A. CHARRIS AND MOURAD E. H. ISMAIL

Abstract. Systems of symmetric orthogonal polynomials whose recurrence re-

lations are given by compatible blocks of second-order difference equations are

studied in detail. Applications are given to the theory of the recently discovered

sieved orthogonal polynomials. The connection with polynomial mappings is

examined. An example of a family of orthogonal polynomials having discrete

masses in the interior of the spectrum is included.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study systems {pn{x)} of orthogonal polynomials whose

recurrence relations are given by blocks of second-order difference equations

(1.1)

XPnkix) = Pnk+x(x) + OZn 'pnk-x{x)

XPnk+\(x) = Pnk+2(X) + a{n]pnk{x)

xp„k+k-i(x) = p„k+k(x) + a1^  i]Pnk+k-2(x),        n>0,  k>2.

It is assumed that k  is a fixed integer,  k > 2.   We shall assume that the

determinant

(1.2)

A„(x; 2, k- 1) =

x

a{n

0
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0

0

1
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0

0

0

0

0

0
0

-1

0

0

0
0

0

fk-2)
*n

0

0
0

0

-a

x
(k-X)
n

0
0

0
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x

is independent of n for n > 0. We assume

(1.3) a{nj)>0,       j = 0,l,...,k-l, n>0,
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and also that, for some constant M > 0,

(1.4) 2\läH]<M,        j = 0,l,...,k-l,  n>0.

The initial conditions

(1.5) p-x(x) = 0,       Po{x)=l

axe assumed to hold throughout the paper. Observe that the polynomials gener-

ated by (1.1) and (1.5) are symmetric in the sense that pn{-x) = {-l)"pn{x).

Condition (1.4) insures (Chihara [11]) that the orthogonality measure p of

{Pn{x)} (with p{R) = 1) is unique and supp/z ç [-M, M].

Special recurrence relations given by blocks of equations of the form (1.1)

have appeared in the study of sieved symmetric polynomials (Al-Salam, Allaway,
and Askey [1], Charris and Ismail [8], and Ismail [14, 15]), in the study of
some processes of physics and chemistry (Wheeler [21], Slim [20], and Charris

and Rodriguez [10]), and in the theory of orthogonal systems via polynomial

mappings (Gerónimo and Van Assche [12, 13]). Symmetric sieved polynomials

of the first kind satisfy

(1.6) a\}] = \,       j = 2,3,...,k-l, n>0,

so that only an0) and a^] may depend on n . In this case

(1.7) An(x;2,k-l) = -^ZTUk_x(x),        n>0,

where Uk_x{x) is a Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind, and (1.2) holds.

For symmetric sieved polynomials of the second kind we assume k > 2,

(1.8) a\l] = \,       j=l,...,k-2, n>0,

and A„ {x ; 2, k — 1 ) may depend on n . We will see, however, that the sym-

metric sieved polynomials of the second kind are numerators of approximants

whose denominators are sieved polynomials of the first kind, and their proper-

ties can be deduced thereof.
The coefficients of the recursions of the sieved ultraspherical polynomials of

[1] are

(19)       a{0)-a{l)---    a{0) -       n a{l) -   n + 2À n>l(1.9) a0   -a0   -2,    an   - 4,n + xy    an   ~4(|| + A),        n>\,

for the polynomials of the first kind (with a^ = \ , j = 2, ... , k - 1, «>0)
and

(1.10)

fl(0) _ 1      fl(D _ I.    a(0) _      " (*-n _   n + 2X%   -r    ao   -4.    an   -4{n+Ày    an-x   -4tn + X)>        n^1'

for those of the second kind (with a„ = - , j = 1, 2,..., k — 2). Those coeffi-
cients were obtained in [ 1 ] by a limiting process from the coefficients of the re-

currence relation of the continuous <7-ultraspherical polynomials of L. J. Rogers

[17, 18, 19]. The current terminology of the continuous ^-ultraspherical poly-
nomials is due to Askey and Ismail [2, 3]. Askey and Ismail [2, 3] and Askey and

Wilson [6] found the weight function of the continuous (7-ultraspherical polyno-

mials. A formal evaluation of the weight functions of the sieved ultraspherical
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polynomials of the first and second kinds is in [1]. The idea is to apply the

same limiting processes to the weight function of the Rogers ^-ultraspherical

polynomials. The technical details of this approach in the case of the more

general sieved Jacobi polynomials are in [5].

This work attempts to present a systematic study of symmetric polynomi-

als defined by blocks of recurrence relations. We were motivated by the work

on sieved orthogonal polynomials when (1.6) and (1.7) hold. In their very

interesting work [13] Gerónimo and Van Assche pointed out a connection be-

tween sieved orthogonal polynomials and the theory of polynomial mappings

and polynomials orthogonal on Julia sets. They claimed, however, that all sieved

orthogonal polynomials known at the time are covered by their approach using

polynomial mappings. When we tried to verify the latter claim, we were pleas-

antly surprised to discover that the sieved Pollaczek polynomials [ 14] (see ( 1.11 )

below) did not fit the Gerónimo-Van Assche theory. This led us to develop the

different approach used in the present work.

The coefficients in the recurrences of the symmetric sieved Pollaczek polyno-

mials of Ismail [14] are

fl(0) _ 1 a(D _      ¿      .
(lid        °   r        1{i+ar    „

(0) _ n (i) _      n + 2X
a"   - 4{n + X + a)'    a"   - 4(n + X + a)' -'

for the polynomials of the first kind, and

(1.12)

a(0) = I a(D = Io       2 o       4

af = —-4--,    of-*) «_" + ",       n>l,k>2,
4{n + X + a)        n~x       4{n + X + a)

for those of the second kind. They were also obtained as limiting cases as

q _> e2ni/k from me coefficients of the recurrence relation of the ¿,-Pollaczek

polynomials of [4, 9]. Generating functions for the sieved Pollaczek polynomials
were obtained in [14] by letting q —► e2n'lk in the generating functions of the

^-Pollaczek polynomials. The values of the corresponding 7-fraction were then

determined by applying Darboux's method to the generating functions of the

sieved Pollaczek polynomials and their numerators. Then Markov's Theorem

and the Stieltjes-Perron inversion formula were used to determine the sought

measures. This was also the approach followed by Charris and Ismail [9] in

the nonsymmetric case. No attempt was made either in [1, 9, 13] or [14] to

establish the orthogonality measures directly from the recurrence relations.

The coefficients of the sieved ultraspherical polynomials are related to the

coefficients
_     jn + l) _ (H + 2A+1)

An~2{n + X+l)    and   ß"-2(n + X+l)

of the recursion of the ultraspherical polynomials {Cf;+X{x)} in the following

manner:

(1.13) af = \,    a^ = [;    a^ = \An^x,    a^ = \Bn.x,    n>l,

for the polynomials of the first kind, and

(1.14) af = \,    a^ = \;    af = ^„-i,    «?Ji1) = **„_, >    n>\t
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for the polynomials of the second kind. In [8], Charris and Ismail extended this

relationship to a general symmetric recurrence relation

xR„(x) = A„Rn+x(x) + BnR„-x(x),        n>0,

1 '    ' R-x(x) = 0,       R0(x) = l,

where An, Bn > 0, n > 0, to define sieved random walk polynomials of the

first kind, {r„ {x)} , by ( 1.13), and sieved random walk polynomials of the second

kind, {sn(x)} , by (1.14). They also assumed that

(1.16) An + Bn = l,        n>0,

and established the explicit representations

(1.17) 2f ~1)rf{X) = R„(Tk(x)) - Rn-t(Tk(x)),        n>0,
Aq-■■ A„-x

and

2n{-k~xh i   ,(x\
(1.18) .     Snkrl[  ' = Uk_x(x)R„-x(Tk{x)),

Ao---A„-x

where Tk{x) and Uk_\(x) are Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second

kinds, respectively.

Formulae (1.17) and (1.18) led Gerónimo and Van Assche in [13] to regard

sieved symmetric polynomials as special cases of orthogonal systems obtained by

means of changes of variables through polynomial mappings. Although sieved

random walk polynomials are included in their model, many other important ex-

amples of sieved polynomials cannot be incorporated in their scheme of chang-

ing variables and polynomial mappings.

By {Tn{x)} and {Un(x)} we denote, respectively, the systems of Chebyshev
polynomials of the first and second kind, and

(1.19) fo(*) = l,     fn+x{x) = ~Tn+x{x),     Ûn(x) = ±U„(x),        n>0,

will be their corresponding systems of monic polynomials. The notation

(L20) ia)" = {a(a+l)...(a + n-l),       "nil',

for shifted factorial will be used throughout.

This paper is arranged as follows. In §2 we formulate certain fundamental

recurrence relations satisfied by the polynomials {pn(x)} in (1.1) and by the

corresponding associated polynomials {p„ (x)} . The recurrence relations de-

rived involve the determinants An(j, k - 1) and A„(2, j) (see (2.19)), and

their usefulness will be illustrated in the subsequent sections. The idea of a

generalized polynomial mapping is introduced in §3 (see (3.2)). The case of a

polynomial mapping occurs if and only if the term in square brackets in (3.2)
is the sum of the form S„ + T(x), where T(x) is a polynomial in x indepen-

dent of n but {Sn} is a sequence of constants. Our generalization allows the

quantity in square brackets in (3.2) to be a polynomial in x which may also

depend on n but is not necessarily of the form Sn + T(x). In §4 the Stieltjes

transform of the measure that {pn(x)} is orthogonal with respect to is identi-

fied in terms of asymptotic properties of certain polynomials.  Similar results
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are also derived for the associated polynomials. In §5 we investigate the special

cases of sieved orthogonal polynomials in some detail. As an application we

give an explicit example of a system of orthogonal polynomials orthogonal on

[-1, 1] with respect to a positive measure dp such that the support of the

absolutely continuous component is [-1, 1] but dp has k discrete masses in

(-1, 1). We give explicit representations of the polynomials and also find the

coefficients in the three term recurrence relation satisfied by the polynomials.

Section 6 illustrates, in some detail, the differences between our approach and

the polynomial mapping approach of Gerónimo and Van Assche [13].

2. Basic results

The system of equations (1.1) can be written in matrix form as

(2.1)

(2)

„(3)

0

0

XPnk

a(n]Pnk

0
0

0
0
0

0

Ák-l)
X

ac°)-i

o
o
0

Pnk+\

Pnk+2

Pnk+3

Pnk+4

Pnk+k-l

Pnk-l

0

L Pnk+k

We will write

C 0,    j<
(2.2) A„(i,j)=A„(x;i,j):=<  1,    j =

y x, j=

and

A„(i,j) =An(x; i,j)

-2,

-2,

-1,

(2.3)

-aï]        x

1        0      0
-1     0

0      -flj,'(i+1) x     -1

0 0
0 0

0       0

-<W   x

i<j

0 0 0      0

Solving (2.1) for pnk+, in terms of pnk and pnk+k , by Cramer's rule, gives

(2.4) A„(2, k-l)pnk+J = A„(2, j-l)pnk+k+a^a^ ■ ■■a{nJ)An(j + 2, k-l)pnk

for n >0, 7 = 0, 1, ... , k- 1 (with a{nl) •• -a{nj) = 1 if ; = 0). Furthermore,

(2.5)   aih)A„(2,k- l)pnk-\ =[xA„(2, k - l)-ai1)A„(3, k - l)]p„k -pnk+k.
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Replacing n by n - 1 and j by k - 1 in (2.4) yields

A„_i(2, k- l)pnk-x

= A„_,(2, k - 2)pnk + (¿S. A ■ ■ ■ ofji'W-Jk.        « > 1 •

From (2.5) with n = 0, it follows that

(2.7) pk(x) = xA0(2, k - 1) - a0l)A0(3, A: - 1) = A0(l, /c - 1).

If {pn{x)} is a system of symmetric sieved polynomials of the first kind, so

that a{„j) = \ , n>0, j = 2, ... ,k-l, then (2.4) will take the form

(2.8) Uk_x(x)pnk+J(x) = 2k-JUj-x(x)pnk+k(x) + a{nl)22-Wk^x(x)pnk(x),

j = 1, 2... , k - 1. Also

(2.9) pk(x) = Wrx[Tk(x) + (l-2a(¿))Uk_2(x)]

Now, for every i, i = 1, 2,..., k — I, the system {PnHx)} of the associated

polynomials of order i satisfies

(2.10) xp%_i+j=p%_i+j+x+a\Pp^_l+j_x,        j = 0,l,...,k-l, n>l,

so that, solving for P„k_i+¡ in terms of p„k_¡ and P^k+k_j, exactly as we did

for (1.1), we obtain

(2.11)

and

(2.12)

A„(2,k-l)pHl_i+j

= An{2,j-l)pl;l+k_¡ + ai!)---¿j)An{j + 2,k-l)p^_i

a^An(2,k-l)pl¡l_i_x

= [xA„(2, k- 1) - a{nl)An(3,k - l)]^, -p¡2+Jt_,.

fox j = 0, I, ... , k - 1, n > 1.
On the other hand,

(2.13)

-a
(i+l)

0

0

-1 0

x -I

0 0

0 0

0
0

Zk-2)

0 0
0 0

0 -a,

x
(k-X)

1

Po
U)

,('•)

Pk-i-2

pOL,- i

0
0

0
\D{i)

so that, by Cramer's rule,

(2.14) piji)(x) = A0(i+lJ + i-1),        j = 0,l,...,k-i.

We observe that if {pn(x)} is a system of symmetric sieved polynomials of the

first kind, then

(2.15) pf)(x) = 2-Wj(x),        j = 0,l,...,k-i,  i=l,2...,k-l,
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and (2.11) becomes

t/*-, (*)p<2_/+; = 2^-7C7;_1(x)^+,_;. + ^-^TV,-,«/^,,

0 < ;' < k.

The associated polynomials of higher order are generated via

(2.17) xp^=P^:;lx+a^y^_x,       l>0,0<i<k-l,n>0,

and the initial conditions

(2.18) P«k+í)(x) = 0,       pük+i)(x) = l.

This yields

(2.19) p[lk) = xA,(2,k - 1) - a\l)A,i3,k - I) = A,(l, k - I),

which in the case of sieved polynomials of the first kind becomes

(2.20) pj!k)(x) = 2x~k[Tk(x) + (l- 2a{,l))Uk_2(x)].

Formulae (2.11), (2.12), and (2.14) also generalize to

An+l(2,k-l)p%%

= ^+ii2,j-l^p^_l + c^r..a^lAn+l(j + 2,k-f)p^,

(222)       a%An+l(2,k-l)p^J_x

= [xAn+l(2, k-l)- a^An+l(3,k - l)]p£í¡> -tsa_lt

which hold for n > 1, and

(2.23) p(j'k+i)(x) = A,(i+l,j + i-l),

which holds for 0 < i < k , 7 = 0, I, ... , k - i. In the case of sieved polyno-
mials we have

(2.24) pf+i)(x) = 2-iUj(x),        j = 0,l,...,k-i,  i=l,2,...,k-l,

and

Il        ivln('W)     -~>k-jTj       (Y\„(lk+')       .   72-jJl)  rr (Y\r>(!k+'î
(2 25)  Uk-"x'p»i<-i+j JfJj-x(x)pnk+k_i + ¿    an+lUk_j_x(x)pnk_i ,

i,j = 1,2,...,k-l, n > 1.

3. The fundamental recurrence relation and
the link polynomials

Let {Pn(x)} be given by (1.1) and the initial conditions (1.5). Let {Pn(x)}

be the polynomials given initially by

(3.1) P-x(x) = 0,       Poix) = I

and generated by

[jcA„(2, k-l)- a{nl)An(3, k - 1) - 40)A„_,(2, k - 2)]Pn(x)

= Pn+l(x) + a^a{nllx ■ ■ ■ a{nk_-xl)Pn-x(x),       n>0,
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where we define

(3.3) A_i(2,fc-2):=0.

For each n > 0, P„(x) is a polynomial of degree nk . The polynomials {Pn(x)}

will be called the link polynomials of the blocks (1.1), n > 0. It follows from
(2.5) and (2.6) that if (1.2) holds then {pnk(x)} isa solution of (3.2), and (1.5)
insures that in such a case, and only then,

(3.4) Pnkix) = Pn(x),        n>0.

Since pnk(x)  and  Pn(x)  are identical under assumption (1.5), denoting

Pnk(x) by P„(x) will be useful in what follows.

For each / > 0, we define {P„ (x)} recursively by

(3.5) P«\(x) = 0,       Ptf\x) = l,

and

[xAn+l(2,k - 1) - 4'¿A„+/(3, k-l)- af+lAn+l_x(2, k - 2)]P«\x)

= ̂ ÏiW + «C-i---^i^iW.        n>_0.

Clearly, PJ,0)(x) = P„(x). Furthermore, {P{J\x) ; n > 0} and {F¡¡+}\x) ; n >
0} are linearly independent solutions of (3.6). In fact, their Casorati determi-

nant is

(3.7)       W(P}l)(x),P^l)(x)) =

where

P(J\x),    P^\x)

P«lx(x),      PnM\x)
c$,        ">0,

(3.8)        ojf> = l;     a<" = Ra% • a%_x ■■ .«g^ / 0,        «>0.

We observe that fox i = 1,2, ... , k - 1 , the system  {p^l+k-f >* > 0}

satisfies (3.6) with 1=1. Hence

P{l+k-iix) = AiP¡tl\x) + BiP™x(x),        n > 0.

Clearly, A¡ = P^fx). On the other hand, from (3.6), with / = 1, n = 0, and

(2.12) we get

P{2Liix)=Pki)_i(x)Pil\x) + B4

= p{ki)_xix)[xAxi2,k-l)-a[l)Axi3,k-l)]

-a{x0)A0(2,k-2)pki)_¡(x) + Bi

= P2'¡-i(x) + a(x0)[Axi2, k - 1)4-/-iW - Ao(2, k - 2)p%)_i(x)] + 7?,.

Henee

B¡ = a|0)[A0(2, k - 2)pki)_i(x) - A0(2, k - 1 )/>£.,._! MI

= a^Wip^ix), PÍ1MW) = «> • • • 4-W2(x),
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or, equivalently,

Bi = ¿x0)aÜ)...a¡k-X)AQ(2,i-2).

Therefore, for i = 1,2, ..., k- 1, n>0,

,39. pl¡l+k_i(x)=Ao(i+l,k-l)P¡tl\x)

+ a?^...atl%(2,i-2)P?\ix).

In case i = 1, (3.9) reduces to

(3.10) P{nlk)+k_x(x) = A0i3,k-l)Pil)ix),

and when i = 2 it reduces to

(3.11) P(nl+k-2{x) = Ao(3, k - l)P{nl\x) + a{x0)a02) ■ ■ ■ a^P^x).

Formula (3.9) can be generalized to

,312.    P{ikk:,kUx)=Mi+uk-i)pr\x)

+ af\a?...af-"Al(2,i-2)P^\x),

where / > 0, i = 1,2, ... ,k - I, and n > 0.
For symmetric sieved polynomials of the first kind (3.12) gives

(3.13) P^tlUix) = 2x-kUk_x(x)P{J+l)(x)

and

(114)    J&^M = 2'"*[I7^^
i>2.

We finally observe that the same line of argument yields

(3.15)
pnk+k(x) = Ao(l, k - l)P{nl)(x) + a{x0)Wip[l}_2, pk_x)

= AQil,k-l)P^ix)-af)a^.--a(k-l)P^xix),        n>0.

4. The Stieltjes transforms

In this section we describe the Stieltjes transforms Xix) of the distribution

function of the orthogonality measure dp of the polynomials {p„ix)} . In some

cases it is possible to recover p from Xix) via the Stieltjes-Perron inversion

formula

/OO 1 i»00

fidp = lim — /    {Xix - ie) - Xix + ie)}fix) dx,
-oo £->0+ 2ni J_00

which holds for any continuous function /on R. The distribution function

o of p,

(4.2) o(x)= /     dp = /¿((-oo, x]),
J — oo

is also given by

(4.3) oix) = lim — f   {x(t - ie) - X(i + ie)} dt.
e^o+ 2ni J_00'-
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We will establish some representations of Xix) in terms of the link polynomi-

als. These representations will be useful as we will see later in §5.

For the polynomials {pn(x)} as given by (1.1) and (1.5) and for their link

polynomials {P„(x)} we have, from (3.4) and (3.10), that

Pnk(X) PniX)

Hence, limn-,00[PJtl}x(x)/Pn(x)] exists for x $ [-M, M], and we have

P{1) (x)
(4.5) X(x)=A0(2,/c-l)lim -^Y,        x£[-M,M].

n^oo    Pn(x)

For symmetric sieved polynomials of the first kind (4.5) becomes

(4.6) X(x) = ¿i-tfit-ito hm %^ .
2K   ' «—°°   Pn(x)

Now we determine the Stieltjes transform of the associated polynomials

{pi'\x)}. We examine first the case i = 1. From (3.10) and (3.11) we ob-

tain the following representation for Xix),

x £ [- M, M], which for sieved polynomials of the first kind reduces to

2       Í a{0)
(4.8) X(x) = j^—-    7/,_2(x) + xrb um7^Í^W + £lim^Í7T

rifc-iCx) I 2k 2«-oo pW(x)

(4.9)

Formula (4.8) can be used to determine the Stieltjes transform of the measure

of orthogonality of sieved polynomials {/?„(x)} of the second kind. To see this

define the system {^„(x)} of sieved polynomials of the first kind by

q-x(x) = 0,        q0(x) = l,

xqkn+j(x) = qkn+j+x(x) + b(f)qkn+j-x(x),        n>0,  0<j<k,

where

(4.10) ig» «#>-$;    bP = al-lK    bV = aV\       n>l,

and

(4.11) b{jp = \,        j = 2,3,...,k-l,  n>0,k>2.

Then p„(x) = q„(x), n > 0. If {P„(x)} is the system of link polynomials of

{Qn(x)} , then the Stieltjes transform of the measure that {pn(x)} is orthogonal

with respect to, will be given by

2       Í a{k-l] P{2) (x)i

Now we give an explicit formula for the Stieltjes transform of the measure

of orthogonality of the associated polynomials of higher order of any system
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{Pn(x)} satisfying (1.1). This will extend (4.7) to associated polynomials of

higher order. Let I >0, i = 0, 1, ... , k—1, and write

P(M)(x)(4.13) F(/)W=iimfVLWj
n-+oo    pWtx)

where {P„(x)} is the system of link polynomials of {p„(x)} . Then, if Xix)

denotes the Stieltjes transform of the orthogonality measure of {pi +,)(x)} , we

will have

(4.14)*(x) = ¿f. *-*>/*>(*) ,        />0,  , = 0,
l+af)Al_l(2,k-2)Fd)(x)

Mi + 2,k-l) + flfflflji+1> ■ ■ •ajfc-1>Al(2, i - l)F^jx)
(4.15) X(x) =-,'     ...-jj—r.-,

Mi + I, k - I) + af\af ...af-X)Ati2, i-2)F(M\x)

/ > 0, 0 < i < k - 2, and

1+ afj.A¡i2, k-2)FV+x\x)
(4.16) X(x) =-.p,/+'-^—,        />0,  i = /c-l.

x + a(¡¡!xa(¡k'l)Al(2,k-3)F(>+x)(x)

For sieved polynomials of the first kind we obtain

X(x)-    l    U     (x)FM(x)       X(x)        2x-kUk„xix)F«)jx)

(4.17) ^W-2FT^-iW^UW,    XW-XJr2^Vk-2(x)F(D(Xy

I > 1, i = 0.

(4.18) x(x) = v—^luk_2ix) + ^F^(x)\,    if i=l,

,2*-2C/ifc_|._1(x) + a/(;)1C/l--1(s)F(/+1>(s)

2*-2i7fc_/(0f) + <\ t7,_2(x)F(7+i)(x)
(4.19)   X(x) = 2  _,_  _        \ —¿^      \1.\   ,     if 1 </<*-!,

2/£-2 + fl,(°),[7fc_2(x)7'(/+1)(x)
(4.20) *(x) = 2-'+\ * 2V  '-— ,    ifi = k-l.

2k-xx + a(VxUk_iix)F('+x)ix)

5. Sieved symmetric polynomials

Let {R„ix)} be the system of orthogonal polynomials given by (1.15) with

A„, B„ > 0, n > 0. Define the coefficients in the recursion relation of the

system {/„(x)} of sieved polynomials of the first kind of {R„(x)} by (1.13).

The polynomials {rn(x)} are symmetric sieved polynomials and

(51) A„(2,/c-l) = 21-fc7/,_1(x),

A„(2, k - 2) = A„(3, k - I) = 22~kUk_2(x).

Also,

(5.2) xA0(2,k-l)-a(0l)A0(3,k-l) = 2x-kTk(x).
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With

(5.3) Pn(x) = rnkix),    ¿_i=0,     7i-i = l,

(3.2) becomes

2x~k[Tkix) - (An-x + /?„_> - l)Uk_2(x)]Pn(x)

= Pn+xix) + 4x-kAn-xBn-2Pn-xix),        n>0.

If

(5.5) Qn(x) = -A-f^1,    »>0,       Qoix) = l,
Aq...A„-x

then (5.4) becomes

(5.6) [Tk(x)-(An-l+Bn-i-l)Uk_2(x)]Qn(x)=A„Qn+x(x) + Bn-2QH-x(x).

Let R'„ix), n > 0, be the system of polynomials given by

xR'n(x) = AnR'n+x(x) + Bn.2R'„_x(x),        n>0,

[ ' ' R'-x(x) = 0,       R'o(x)=l.

If the polynomials {R„ix)} axe random walk polynomials, and only in that

case, (5.6) reduces to

(5.8) Tk(x)Q„(x) = AnQ„+l(x) + BH-2Qn-dx),        n>0.

Furthermore, for random walk polynomials we have

(5.9) R'n(x)=R„(x)-R„-2(x),       n>l.

Hence, the following holds if and only if the polynomials Z?„(x) are random

walk polynomials:

(5.10) 2"*~"r"*(*} = R'(Tk(x)) = RniTkix)) - Rn-2iTkix)),        n > 1.
Aq...A„-x

It is readily seen that (5.10) is equivalent to

(5.11) Pn(x) = 2l-kR'n(Tk(x)),

where R'n(x), n > 0, is the system of monic polynomials of {/?'„(x)} . Formula

(5.10) is (3.4) of [8].
On the other hand, from (3.13) we get

(5.12) r^1(x) = 21-fc[7fe_1(x)JP^1(x),

and the polynomials {P„l\x): n > 1} satisfy

2l~k[Tkix) - iAn + Bn- l)i7,_2(x)]P<1)(x)

= P^xix) + 4x-kAnBn-xP^\ix),        n>0,
(5.13)

so that if

(5.14) Q'„(x)=\    PR[X)

then

(5.15) [Tk(x) - (An + Bn - l)Uk_2(x)]Q'n(x) = BnQ'n+x(x) + AnQ'n_xix).
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The polynomials S„(x), n > 0, generated by

(5 16) xS„(x) = BnSn+x(x) + A„S„-x(x),        n>0,

{ '    ' S-x(x) = 0,        S0(x) = l,

are called the dual polynomials of {R„(x)} . It follows from (5.14) and (5.15)
that the R„(x) 's are random walk polynomials if and only if the relationship

(5.17) —-!jJ±l=Q>n(x) = Sn(Tk(x)),        n>0,

holds. Hence,

2nk-"r$ Ax)
(5.18) nhRiK     =Uk_xix)Sn-xiTkix)),        n>l,

if and only if the Rn(x) 's are random walk polynomials. In such a case (4.6)

becomes

/< 10\ V7v\        TT       ív\  U«,   _Sn-x(Tk(x))_Bq-B„-2
(5.19) X{x) = Uk_x(x) hm ^ (jf)) _¡^¿^ Aq.. .^ ,

which is (5.3) of [8].
The sieved polynomials of the second kind {sn(x)} of {/?„(x)} are defined

through (1.14). They are the associated polynomials of order 1 of the system

{Qnix)} determined by

(5 20)     XQnk+i^ = Qnk+j+x(x) + bn}) qnk_x+j(x),

n>0, q-x(x) = 0, qo(x) = 1,

where bni} = \ , n > 0, j = 2,3, ... ,k - I, k > 2, and

(5.21)
A(0) _ ¿(i) _ i       /.(ol.JM.iD i(i)_J)_ii M>,
°0    _ °0    _ 2 '      Ö"    _ú!n-l     ~ 2tín-\ ,      On    - <2„    - j^/i-l . «>1.

Therefore, if {/'„(x)} is the system of link polynomials of {qnix)} , then

(5.22) 5„/k_1(x) = 21-*T/fc_1(x)/^)1(x).

The polynomials PJ,l)(x) satisfy P{_}¡(x) = 0, P(\i)(x) = 1, and

23) 2'-fc[r,(x) - (AH + Bn- l)Uk_2(x)]P{nl)(x)

= P^x(x) + 4x-kA„.lBnP{nl}xix),        «>0.

Hence,

jnk-n p(')iy\

(5.24) Z       r"  W=/?„(r,(x)),
^0' ■■A„-x

that is,

(5.25) 2T"'"V'(X) = Uk.l(x)Rn-i(Tk(x)),        n>l,
Ao---An-.2

if and only if the Rnix) 's are random walk polynomials. In such case we have

(5.26) 2       FnW =RÏ\Tkix)),
At  ■ ■ ■ A„»n
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so that

,™ Pflxix) = 2x-k R{nl)_xjTk(x))

[ ' P^(x) ^0      Rn(Tk(x))    '

and the Stieltjes transform of the orthogonality measure of {s„(x)} is given by

as follows from (4.12). Formula (5.28) was not included in [8] or [15].

It is interesting to note that (5.25) generalizes in the random walk case, and

obviously in such a case only to the following relationship:

2nk-k+j„       Jx\

(5.29) Ao--X x      = U^RÁTk{x)) + Vk-i-2(x)Rn-x(Tk(x)),

0<j<k.

This follows from (2.25) and (5.25), and it is (2.3) of [8].
It is important to observe that not every system {p„(x)} of symmetric sieved

polynomials of the first kind is the system of sieved polynomials of the first kind

resulting from sieving a symmetric set of orthogonal polynomials. This is due

to the fact that for general systems of symmetric sieved polynomials of the

first kind a0°^ and a0l) are arbitrary.  Obviously, the arbitrariness of a^ '  is

unimportant. But a01^ can be taken to be \ao, ao> 0, an ¥" 1 • Let, however,

{Rn(x)} be the system of orthogonal polynomials generated by

(5 30) xR„ix) = AnRn+xix) + BnR„-xix),        n>0,

[ '    ' R-x(x) = 0,       R0(x) = l,

where

(5.31) An = 2af+X,     B„ = 2anx)+X,        n>0.

Also, let {rn(x)} be the system of sieved polynomials of the first kind of

{Rn(x)} and write P„(x) = pnk(x), P„(x) = rnk(x). A simple calculation

shows that the link polynomials P„(x) and P„(x) satisfy the relationship

(5.32) P„(x) = P„(x) + ■^^77fc_2(x)FÍ1l1(x) 4-^(1- aoj?n\(x).

We note that (5.32) gives P„(x) in terms of P„(x), Pn (x), and Pn_2(x). In

practice, however, it may be more convenient to obtain 7'„(x) directly from the

recurrence relation (3.5).
The system of sieved Pollaczek polynomials of the first kind, as given by

(1.11), is not a system of sieved symmetric polynomials, and an0) + a„] ^ \

for all n, as long as a ^ 0. Their link polynomials {P„(x)} axe not given
by a polynomial mapping. We will show, however, that the Stieltjes transform

of their orthogonality measure can be computed using the general theory of

orthogonal polynomials. It is readily seen that {P„(x)} satisfies the recurrence

relation

2x-k

(5.33)
™+nrbrau><->{x)Pn(x)

n + 2X- I
f»-w+4-%+A+*-r—¡t^-'W
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and the initial conditions P-x(x) = 0, Po(x) = 1. If we let

2nk(X + a)n

n\

then (2_i(x) = 0, ßo(x) = 1, and

(5 2[{n + À + a)Tk{X) + aUk~2^]Q"{x)

= (n+ l)Qn+xix) + in + 2X- l)Qn-x(x),       n>0.

Observe that Q„(x) does not have a representation of the form Q„(x) =

R„(Tk(x)). However, the Stieltjes transform of the orthogonality measure of

the polynomials {pn(x)} can be obtained from

(5.36) X^=2^Uk-^XU^^xf

by standard techniques. To do so, assume, for simplicity, that X > 0 and
0 < X + a < 1. Other cases of orthogonality can be treated in a similar fashion.

Clearly,

(5.37) |^ = 2i(l + a)ß"-l(")

follows from

Pn(x) V '   Q„(X)

l(1),^     2"k(X + a+l)no{x}
(5.38) QX'ix) =      \n+ly/' pn(x) ■

Hence,

(5.39) Xix) = 2(X + a)Uk_x(x) lim
(tfiiW
Qnix)    ■

Now, a simple calculation gives

(5.40)      fiQ^)t" - (i - ^y (i - j,)8,

where a = a(x) and ß = ß(x) axe given as

(5.41) a = a(x) = x + ^x2 - 1,        ß = ß(x) = x - a/x2 - 1,

as in §2 of [9], and

A = -X + 2aTk(:x) + Uk:2{x)=-X + a-    X
ak(x)-ßk(x) Vx^l'

B = -X-2aTk[X^Uk-2^=-X-a^4==.
ak(x)-ßk(x) v/xT^T

Since B -> -(X + a) as x -> +oo, and 0 < X + a < 1, Darboux's asymptotic

method (Olver [16]) readily gives

(5.43) ö„(x)~(l-^)   ß-nkf^   as «^oc
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for x large enough. Furthermore, one can establish the generating function

A   / „   \ B

(5.44)

Efl?'^-(«-¿)('-^)

Jo

ßk

tu

-A-X

[l -tu)
-B-X

du.

Applying Darboux's method to the generating function (5.44) gives

(5.45)

to ~*£s) 0 - 5)' >-* jf 0 - £")""(1 - U)'B-X du
as n —> co, and for x fixed. The asymptotic formulas (5.43) and (5.45) and

analytic continuation establish the limiting relation

n(x) (x) r'l /       ßk  \~A~l
(5.46)    lim    "~!  ,   = ft* /       l-^w) (1 - u)~B~x du   asn^oo,

n^°°    Qn(X) Jo      V a      /

which holds for x $ [-M, M], where

^ = sîîp{WxT^TÏÏ'5Vïn5Tï}-

The integral in (5.46) is in the sense of the Hadamard principal value, i.e.,

(5.47) jf (*-£-)
-^-i(!-«)■-*-»</« =1 27-1 /

5 -5+1

The integral in (5.46) is an analytic function of x for x $ [-1,1], except at
the points x„ of R where B(x„) = n , n = 0, 1, 2... , which are simple poles.

Hence,

X(x) = 2(X + a)Uk_x(x)ßk

(5.48)
/T0-5-)

-^-i
(l-u)

-B-X
du

2X + a ÊÎ
run,

H
1-7-U

aK

-A-X

(1 -u)-B~xdu,
a- ß  \        or j j0

which coincides with (3.56) of [9] in the case b = 0. As for the symmet-

ric sieved polynomials of the second kind, they are by definition associated

polynomials of order 1 of a system of sieved symmetric polynomials, but their

link polynomials, which are of the form P„\x), may not have a representa-

tion of the form P„l\x) = R„(Tk(x)). This is the case, for example, of the

sieved Pollaczek polynomials of the second kind, given by (1.12). However,

lim„_oo7,ii\(x)/7>i (x) can be evaluated, and thereof the Stieltjes transform

can be determined via (4.12). The recurrence relation for {P„(x)} is

Tk(x) + „ , , a , , , 77fc_2(x)

(5.49)
2*-i l'K""> ■ n+x + a+l

- P(X) (x) + l'~*   n + 2X+l    . n

n + X + a+l   n+X + a n~x
P{„[\(x),        n>0.
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Hence the polynomials Qn(x) defined by

2nkiX + a+l)„
(5.50) ö„(x) =      v   ' JnP„"ix)>(i)/

satisfy the three term recurrence relation

(5 51) 2\-Tk(x)in + X + a + I) + aUk_2ix)]Q„ix)

= (n+l)Qn+x(x) + (n + 2X+l)Qn-x(x),        n>0.

Under the assumptions, for example, that X > 0 and a > 0, we obtain in a

small interval (1, 1 -he) that

lim^=  lxm2(X + a+l)^4
(5 52)       ""°° P"  (x)      ""°° ÖbW

= 2iX + a+l)ßk j    (l-L-u)     (1 -u)~Bdu.

This and analytic continuation identify the Stieltjes transform Xix)  of the

orthogonality measure of {/?„(x)} as

We have used (4.12). To simplify the integral on the right-hand side of (5.53)
we use the identity

(1+2A)/    (l-L-u\     (l-u)~Bdu

= i-A)f   (l-^u) {l-u)~Bdu

+ (-B) Í    (l-^ju)     (l-u)~B-xdu

and integration by parts to get

il+2X)f    (l-L-u\     H-u)-Bdu

= l-A(X-^)io\X-^U)Al{X-U)~BdU>

and we obtain the representation

(5.54)      Xix) = 2
FV\   / ok    \-A~l

ß + iß-a)Aß2k h-E-j-u) (1 -u)~B du

which is (3.39) of [9] (with b = 0). We observe that (5.48) and (5.54) were
obtained in [9] and [14] by a rather painful limiting process. This illustrates the

simplicity, elegance, and power of the present approach.

Formulae (4.17)-(4.20) can be used to identify the Stieltjes transforms of

the measures of orthogonality of associated sieved symmetric polynomials of

higher orders. For example, if {p„(x)} is the system of sieved ultraspherical
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polynomials of the first kind, the link polynomials {PJ,l)(x)} of {Pn'~l)k+i)(x)} ,

/ > 1, i = 0, 1, ... , k — 1, satisfy the recurrence relation of the monic poly-

nomials of c¿(x, /). The latter polynomials are the associated polynomials of

c¿(x) or order /. Hence,

(5.55) ¿n(x,l)=lnk{^nP(¿\x)

and

(5.56) 4(x, 1+ 1) = 2nk({!^+l)"Ptl)(x).
(t + ¿)n+X

Therefore (see [7]),

(5.57)    f«>w . 2*i±i.,? !«'<' -r-wn - ")'- *
¿ u'-x(l - ßku/aky-x(l - uf~x du

where a, ß axe given by (5.41). If we assume, for example, that i = 1,2,...,

k - I, then

X(x) - Z akUk_i-xix) Í ul~x(1 - ßkuI'ak)x-x(1 - u)k~x du
Jo

+ Ut-xix) f u'(l- ßku/akf-x(l - u)x~x du
(5.58) Jo

B = akUk-i(x) [  u'~x(l - ßku/akf-x(l - uf~x du
Jo

+ Ui-2(x) f u'(l- ßku/akf-xil - uf~x du.
Jo

When i = 0, Xix) takes the alternate form

(5.59)

Xix) = -±-^X + lc-^Uk_xix)ßk j" u'-x(l - ß2kf-x(l - uf~x du,

/•il
C= /    ul~x(l-ß2ku)x-x(l-u)x-xdu

Jo

+ 74_2(x) / u'~xil - ß2kuf~xil - uf~x du
Jo

for / > 2, and obviously, when 1=1, Xix) is given by

(5.60) Xix) = 2Xßkli    (l-^-uj      il-uf-xdu\uk_x(x).

It is interesting to note that the orthogonality measure dp of the system

{Pn\x)} of the numerator polynomials of the sieved ultrasphericals of the first

kind has, when X > \ , mass points which are interior to s\iox){dp} = [-1, 1].

These are called embedded mass points. More precisely, the discrete part dpj
of dp is given by

2/1 — 1 ki
(5.61) dpjix) = -jj— Y,(l-xf)Six-Xi)dx,
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where

(5.62) x, = cos -j-,        i = 1, 2, ... , k - I,

axe the zeros of Uk_x(x) and S(x - x,) are the Dirac measure with unit mass

at x = x,.
In fact, from (4.18) with / = 1 we obtain

(5.63) X(x)=>U2(x) + ß^lU(l-ßk^^
Uk_x(x) \ H    j0l(l-ßku/aky-x(l-u)*-xdu j

and the assertion will follow from the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. Let dp be a positive measure on R and let

X(X)= f°°^,       x i snW{dp},
7-00    x      I

be its Stieltjes transform. Let a < c < b and assume that both lim£_<o+ X(x + ie)

and lim£_o+ X(x - ie) exist and are finite for x e [a, c) U (c, b]. Let X(x) =

lime_o+ X(x + ie) for x e [a, c) U (c, b] and further assume that

(5.64) lim(x-c)X(x) = p.
JC-»C

Then dp has a mass at x = c whose value is p, i.e.,

(5.65) P({c}) = p.

Proof. Let 0 < e , S < min {b - c, c - a} , and y£¡s be a positively oriented

rectangular contour with center c and vertices (c ± S, ±e). Integrating Xix)

around yej giyes

/     {Xix - ie) - Xix + ie)} dx
Jc-S

+ i [ {Xic + S + it)-Xic-S-it)}dt= [   Xix)dx.

Now, the integral on the right-hand side can be replaced by / Xix) dx, where

y s denotes a positively oriented circle of radius S and center at x = c, and

the second integral on the left goes to 0 when e->0+. If

o(X) =        dp,       X e R,
J — oo

then

1     fc+s
o(c + S) - o(c - S - 0) = lim — /     {X(x - ie) - X(x + ie)} dx

e-»0 ¿Til Jc_s

= ¿7 / x(x)dx,
2ni Jn

so that

p({c}) = Km {o(c + S)-o(c-S- 0)} = lim ¿y J X(x) dx = p,

which proves our lemma.
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Relation (5.61) now follows from the fact that when X > j , the term in

braces in (5.63) tends to +(2X - 1)/2Â when x —> xk .
When X = 1 , dp takes the simple form

! _ i *->
(5.66) dp(x) = —n(x)y/l - x2dx + - y^(l -x.2)<5(x - xAdx,

71 I '-^
1=1

where »/(x) is the characteristic function of the interval [-1, 1]. When k = 2,

dp(x) takes the form

(5.67) dp(x) = —n(x)y/l - x2 dx + ^S(x) dx,
n 2

which shows that half of the total mass of dp is centered at x = 0.

Another example of a positive measure with embedded masses is in [13].

6. Connection with polynomial mappings

Let k be a given positive integer and let c > 2k~x . In [13], Gerónimo and

Van Assche proved that if {Pn(x)} is a system of symmetric orthogonal poly-

nomials, then the system of monic orthogonal polynomials {p„(x)} obtained

from {Pn(x)} by means of a polynomial mapping T(x) = 2x~kcTk(x), with

W(x) = 2x~kk~xcUk-x(x) , is a system of symmetric sieved polynomials. More

can be said. In fact,

Theorem 6.1. The system {p„(x)}  is the set of sieved polynomials of the first

kind of a set {Rn(x)} ofi random walk polynomials.

Proof. Assume 7"-i(x) = 0, Pq(x) = 1, and

(6.1) xPn(x) = AnPn+x(x) + BnPn_xix),        «>0.

Then, for some constant Cn > 0, p„k(x) = C„.P„(77(x)), so that

(6.2) fk(x)pHkix) = ÇzézLpnk+k(x) + CßLPnk_ktx), „ > 0.
Cn+iC C„_iC

Hence,

(6.3) Q+i = ^j        „>05
Cf¡ c

so that

(6.4) fk(x)pnk(x)=Pnk+k(x)+    "~l   npnk_k(x),        n>0.

This implies that

(6-5) Pnk(x) = A°"c'?H-lPn(T(x))

and if a{nJ), n>0, j = 0, I,..., k-l, with a{nj) = \ , j = 2, ... , k - 1, are
the coefficients in the recurrence relation of {p„(x)} , then

(6.6) Tk(x) + (1 - 2ö<1))t7,_2(x) = Tk(x).
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This shows that

(6.7) a{0l) = ±.

Hence, {pnk(x)} is the system of sieved polynomials of the first kind of a

symmetric system {Rn(x)}. Furthermore {Rn(x)} is generated recursively

from 7?_i(x) = 0, Ro(x) = 1, and

(6.8) xR„ix) = A'nRn+xix) + B'nRn-xix),        n>0,

where

(6.9) 4H4+1.     B'n = \Cx,        n>0,
as was proved in §5. Since from (6.4) it also follows that

(6.10) Tkix) + (1 - 2ai0) - 2a{nl))Uk_2ix) = Tk(x),

then

(6.11) 2a^x+2a^+x=A'n+B'n = l,        n>0,

and the theorem is proved.

We observe that the pnk(x) 's have, in addition to (6.5), the representation

(6.12) pRk(x) = 2"-"kA'0 • ■ ■ A'n_x{R„(Tk(x)) - Rn.2(Tk(x))}.

It follows that a system of symmetric polynomials is the set of monk polyno-

mials obtained from a symmetric orthogonal system by a polynomial mapping

cfk(x), c > 2k~x, with W(x) = ck~xUk_x(x), if and only if it is a set of sieved

random walk polynomials of the first kind.

In case k > 2, more can be said.

Theorem 6.2. If k > 2 and {pn(x)} is a system of sieved symmetric polynomials,

and if {p„(x)} can be obtained as the monk polynomials of an orthogonal set

{Pn(x)} by an arbitrary change of variables with polynomial mapping T(x), then

{Pnix)} is the system of sieved polynomials of the first kind of a set {R„ix)} of

random walk polynomials, and Pn(x) = Q„(x + b), where {Q«(x)} is a system

of symmetric polynomials and b is a real number.

Proof. Let {/?„(x)} be the system of monic polynomials obtained from {P„(x)},

where P-xix) = 0, Poix) = 1, and

(6.13) (x-Z)„)/>„(x) = ^„P„+1(x) + /i„7J„_1(x),        n>0,

through the polynomial mapping 77(x). Write 77(x) = cT(x), with f(x)

monic. As before,

(6.14) pnk(x) = c-"A0 ■ ■ ■ An.xPn(Tix)),

so that

(6.15) iîix)-c-xb„)pnkix)=pnk+kix) + c-2An-XBnpnk_kix),        n>0.

Since a[0) = \, we have pk(x) = fk(x), and find fk(x) = T(x) - c~xbo-

Furthermore, fk(x) + \[l - 2(a^] + a^])]Ûk_2(x) = f(x) - c~xbn . Hence,

(6.16) \[l - 2(^0) + aP)]Uk_2(x) = c-x(b0 - b„).
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Since k > 2, it follows from (6.16) that

(6.17) 2ai0) + 2a{nl) = 1,        bn = b0,     n>l.

Therefore the system of polynomials {R„(x)} given by (6.8) and (6.9) is a

system of random walk polynomials and {pn(x)} is the corresponding system

of sieved polynomials of the first kind. Since b„ = bo, Pn(x) can be written

as P„(x) = Qnix-bo), where Q„(x) = Pnix + b0). Clearly Q_i(x) = 0,
ßo(x) = 1, and

(6.18) xQ„(x) = A„Q„+xix) + B„Q„.iix),        «>0.

This proves the theorem.

We observe that the symmetric sieved Pollaczek polynomials of the first kind

cannot be obtained from a symmetric system via a polynomial mapping of the
form c2x~kTkix).

We finally observe that if k = 2, the system of polynomials given by (1.1)

with

JO) _   (i) _ I.
"0    — "0    — 9 '

(6.19) , -,(0) _         n                (i) _      n + 2X
a"   - 4(X + n + a)'    a"   ~4iX + n + a)'       "-'

is the system of monic polynomials of {P„(Tk(x))} , where

(6.20)
Pn(x) = P£(x; a, a) - 2aP\\_x(x; a, a; 1) - aP*_2ix; a, a; 2),        n > 0.

In (6.20), {7^(x; a, a)} is the system of Pollaczek polynomials (see [9]), and

{7^(x ; a, a ; i)} is the system of the corresponding associated polynomials of

order i. If a jí 0, {P„ix)} is not a system of sieved random walk polynomials,
and P„(x) cannot be written in the form Q„(x - b) with Q„(x) symmetric.
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